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By S. E. McKenzie

S. E. McKenzie Productions. Paperback. Condition: New. 132 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.3in.Billy B runs out of the house upset that his parents will not let him have a new dog after his old
dog, Barker, is run over by a car. As Billy B runs down the street and into the nearby forest, he trips
over a large root which suddenly appears in his path. And as Billy B lies on the ground, a flash of
bright light appears from nowhere and surrounds Billy Bs body with a warm glow. The light is so
bright Billy B has to cover his eyes. As soon as Billy B finds the strength to pick himself up, he is back
on his feet again. He tries to remember the way back home. The forest looks very different than it
did before Billy B fell. The trees seem larger, their leaves seem greener and the sky seems bluer. The
purple tint in the sky which Billy B has never noticed before makes him wonder if he is still living
beneath the same sky. As Billy B tries to make sense of the new world he finds himself in, he bumps
into...
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This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher  K oz ey-- Chr istopher  K oz ey

It in just one of the best ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you check with me).
-- Da ya na  B r ekke Sr .-- Da ya na  B r ekke Sr .
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